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90% of the time you are at the kitchen line where most shots are volleys or dinks.
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This tip is presented to you by the One More Game Pickleball Club (OMG).

A volley is a shot hit out of the air. There are three main types of volleys:  
blocks, punches, and swings. Keep reading to learn when to use each of these 
volleys.

A block volley is used most of the time as a “reset” type of shot. Use block 
volleys when:

The ball is coming toward you very fast.
You are trying to control the ball.
You are trying to hit a drop shot.

A punch volley is used as a "hurting" or "set-up" type of shot. Use punch 
volleys when:

You have a ball that is coming to you at medium pace.
You have a ball coming to you at medium height.
Your opponents are back and you want to keep them from getting up to the 
Non-volley Zone (NVZ).
You have the ability to hit toward a gap or toward your opponent's feet.

A swing volley is an "attacking" type of shot. Use swing volleys when:

You have the skill sets to control the ball and use slice or topspin when 
volleying.
You have a slow, high ball coming to you.
You have a large gap or can hit at your opponent's feet.

Practice each of these types of volleys. Have a partner hit you shots from 
their baseline while you stand on your side of the net at the NVZ. You can try 
some punches and work your way up to some swings once you gain good control. 
Also try some blocks, but have your partner stand closer to you so they can 
return the ball. Have that player stand close to the NVZ line on his/her side 
and he/she can hit to you in the air as you try to drop the ball in the NVZ.

Pretty soon you'll understand when and why you may want to use each type of 
volley and how each can be effective in its own way.

Videos:  Watch these videos on how to hit the block, punch, and swing volleys.

Click here to watch the Pickleball Kitchen video entitled How to Put Away 
Shots With a Pickleball Punch Volley. 

Click here to watch the OnCourt OffCourt video entitled How to Hit Block 
Volleys.

Click here to watch Deb Harrison’s video entitled Swing Volley.

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+hit+a+punchvolley+in+pickleball&&view=detail&mid=3DEA687A0EB51662E51E3DEA687A0EB51662E51E&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+hit+a+block+volley+in+pickleball&&view=detail&mid=0587730F1EE5D2E349880587730F1EE5D2E34988&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=how+to+hit+a+swing+volley+in+pickleball&&view=detail&mid=7845862389E2D2419E757845862389E2D2419E75&&FORM=VRDGAR

